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1. Intro@wtion 
In this paper we present an array of results in the theory of spaces with bases of 
countable rank, particularly their relationship to metric and metacompact spaces. 
Some of these results clarify considerably the matter of what sorts of spaces have 
bases of what we here call point-finite rank: a matter which Nagata raised in a talk 
at the first Prague Topological Symposium in 1961 [14:], where he first defined the 
concept of rank. Other results extend earlier ones for the more special classes of 
spaces urveyed in [IS]. 
Shortly after Nagata’s Prague address, Arhangel’skii published a long paper [3] 
on the conccpi: of rank, showing its relevance to metrization and dimension thr=.ory, 
and also to the theory oif paracompact spaces. This paper contains many significant 
results, and since it is only avai!yble to the general public in Russian, we will refer to 
it in somewhat greater detail than is usual. 
One of the theorems of [3j -.c AGES that every compact space with a base of rank 1 
is metrizable. (In this paper, “space” will allways mean “Hausdorff space” unless 
prefixed by “topological”,? In fact, the compact spaces with bases of rank 1 coincide 
with the zero-dimensional compact metric spaces. Arhangel’skii raised but was 
unable to answer the question of whether every compa.ct space with a base of rank 2 
is metrizable. Eight years later he conjectured that the answer is “probably 
negative” [4]. Perhaps the outstanding breakthrough in our present paper is thad, 
on the contrary, not only every compact space with a rank 2 base, but also every 
compact space with a base of finite rank, and even what we call a base of point-finite 
rank, is metrizable (Corollary 5.7). This leads us immediately, thanks to the earlier 
work of Nagata and ArhangelWi, to a very general characterization of locally 
compact metric it -dimensional spactx; (Corollary 5.9). 
Two other major breakthroughs in this paper (the first of which was instrumental 
in the proof of the above metrizability theore:m) are the result that every space with 
a base of point-finite rank is mctacompact (Corollary 4.5) and that every compact 
space with what we will call a “well-ranked base” is metrizable (Theorem 3.9). TRe 
proof of this !atter theorem, and of T’hieorem 3.2, *makes use of a standard theorem 
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in partition calculus, a subject which seems especially appropriate tr;c the study of 
ranks of systems of sets. So does the theory of partially ordered sets, which plays a 
role in each of Sections 2, 3, 4 and 5. 
There are several other results, perhaps equally important, but whose proofs did 
net pose the same degree of difficulty as did those of the three above, snch as 
gretrization theorems which run the same way as those just mentioned, but with 
‘kieparable regular” in place of “compact”. 
At this point, we recall the definitions of finite rank and add scverai new ones. 
Definfltton 1.1 (Nagata [14]). Let X be a set and let nl be a positive integ;er. 
sysiem d of subsets of X is of rank s n at the point x if every subcollection 
incomparable members of & containing n is of cardinal G n. The system se is 
A 
of 
of ;
rank ti at x if it is of rank G n and contains an incomparable subcollection of n 
m&rrbers. This is denoted r,& - n. The system d is of rank n if max{r,& JC E X} 
ex?si:s and equals n, and ti is of finite rank if it is of rank n for some finite n. 
Deh.Mon 1.2. A system d of subsets of a set X is of point-finite rank if for each 
x E=, X, r,& is finite. Thre system .d is of sub-infinite (respectively countable j rank at 
x if every subcollection of incomparable members of ,d containing x is finite (resp. 
countable). The system & is of sub-infinite (resp. countable j rank if it is of 
sub-infinite (resp. countable) rank at each point. 
Despite the sim;larity in the way they are defined, point-finite rank and 
sub-infinite rank are very different concepts as Examples 6.2 and 6.3 show. Even for 
comp;;ct metric spaces they differ: every metric space has a base of sub-infinite 
rank, but the Hiibert cube, since it is not a countabE union of closed xero- 
dimelrsional subspaces, has no base of point-finite rank. The difference between 
point-finite rank and finite rank is brought out by Example 6.5. 
The concept of rank may be looked upon as a weakening of the concept of 
“order”: instead of requiring that the cardinality of all the me:mhers of L_$ 
containing x be (say) n, (denoted ord,& = n) it is required merely that the 
cardirality of any set of incomparable members of ad be s n. At first this may seem 
like 2s great increase in generality, but in some contexts it woi.ks just as well. For 
instance: 
‘heorem 1.3 [3, Theorem 1.41. dn order that dim X < k, where X is any topological 
space, it is necessary and suficient that every finite opm cover 01 X have a refinement 
of rank G k. 
The expression “‘dim” here refers to Lebesgue covering dimension, and if we 
replace “rank” by ‘“crder” ia thie theorem, we obtain the definition of “dim”. The 
interesting thing is that ‘“rank” & cs an equivalent concept. 
H~I particular, if X has a base of rank G en is at most - I di~~~~~s~o~a~. 
8 reover: 
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eoren: 1.4 (Nagata [14], Arhangel’skii [2]). Let /X be a nzetrizable space, Then 
dim X < fc if5 acvcd only if, X has a base of rmk s k. 
This theorem gives us an important class of spaces with bases of finite rank. In 
addition, Example 6.1 is, as Filippov noted, a non-metrizable space with a base of 
rank 2. 
A peculiarity of our present paper is that, despite its title, it contains no general 
theorems applying to spaces with bases of countable rank per se. I-Iowever,, we l+vili 
be dealing with several extensive categories within this class of spaces, and it is the 
most convenient class which contains them all. The theorems we have been able to 
prove for this class call be extended to an even wider class of spaces, and will be 
presented in [IT]. 
In Sections 2 and 3 we will be dealing with collections which, in addition to being 
of sub-infinite rank, satisfy the “ascending chain condition”: 
Definition 1.5. A system & of subsets of a set X is Naetherian if every ascending 
sequence 
of members of & is finite. 
As in ring theory, we can shc+w that this is equivalent o the condition that every 
subcollection of & has a maximal element. 
In [3], Arhangel’skii applied the work “Noetherian” to a superficially similar, yet 
quite distinct concept: 
Definition 1.6. A system & of subsets of a set X is closed under the union of chains 
if, for every chain Ce C d (i.e. every tot;ally ordered subcollection % of .#) the set 
U% is in 52e’. 
A case could be made for calling sucn systems ‘“Zornian”, but the universal use 
of “Noetherian” in the theory of rings and posets (partially ordered sets) 
corresponds to the definition we have adopted. 
Most recent articles on rank (e.g. [4,9, I5]) have focusled upon a more restrictive 
conditaon called large rank, introduced by Arhangel’skii [13]. 
Definition 1.7. A system d of subsets of a set X is of kzrge rank s m if it is I he 
union of no more than m collections of rank 1. 
Of course, the large rank of any system is at least as great as its rank. The 
difference in cardinality can btz considerable: Example 6.1 gives a space with a b;nse 
of rank 2, but no base of countable large rank. 
Spaces with bases of finite large rank can be easily shown [4] to be of finite large 
basis dimension: 
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rmon Z.8. A space X is of large basis ciimmsion G if, it has a base 99 which 
is the union of no more than MI+ 1 rank I collections of open sets, such l:hat each 
point of X has a base belonging to one of the collections. 
Spaces of countable large basis dimension are well behaved with. respect to 
metrization theory Every normal!. wd -space #and every normal &space of count- 
able large basis dimension is met&able [9], ‘Coupled together with the Ibllowing 
result, this gives a necessary and sufficient condition for a space to be a countable 
‘dimensional metric space (a metric space which is the uni(Jn of cortntably many 
subspaces X,, such that dimX, = 0). 
eorem 1.9 [3, Theorem 3.11. A metric space is counta~lle-dirvtension‘ri if, and 
only if, it is of mbntabk imge basis dlirnensiion. 
Similarty,a n0iid Z-S;=.'2 e or WA -space is a metric space of dim G n if! and only 
if, it has a base of large ran’r 6 n + 1. Our results on space& with bases of f! nite rasak 
are snot so impressive-sotxnding, but we do have a characterization of finite- 
dimensional locally camp.%ct metric spaces (Corciiary 5.7) and also of finite- 
dimensional separable metric spaces 
It can be shown [15] that every space of countable large lbasis dimension is 
basically screenable and therefore has a well-ranked base (Definition 3.1) Thus the 
results in Section 3 can be looked 
coun:able large basis dimension. 
upon as an extension of the ,theory of spaces of 
2. Nuetherian bases of mb4nfinite rank 
Of the spaces tudied in this pager, thiose with Noetherian bases of ?;ub-infinite 
rank are the easiest o handle. They are also wide enough to include!. al1 metric 
spaces, and more generally, alI spaces with uniform bases. (A base 98 for a space X 
is uniform if, for each polint p of X, and each neighborhood V OF x, there are at 
most finitely many me&ers of 59 which contain 11~ and are not contained in V.) In 
fact, every uniform base is a Noeth’erian base of sub-infinite rank. 
A space has a uniform base if, and only if, it is developable and metacompa\ct. 
The following theorem extends one part of this result. 
pact. 
2= 1. Every lipace with a Noetherian &se of sub-infinite rank is metacom - 
Let 4% be an open cover 
of 
collection 
a Noetheria~~ base of su 
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(BE9l:pEB andBCU forsome UP%). 
Let ‘Y = ~J{Y’(P): p E X} Then Yf is an open refinement of %, and it is 
point-finite: clearly, V(g) is the set of ail1 members of “v” containing p, and it is finite 
because it is an incomparable subcollection of 98 with nonempty intersection. D 
The same method of proof can be used to establish: 
Thleombrn 2.2. A space is metacompact if, and only if, every open cover has a 
Noetherian refinement of sub-infinite rank. 
Every space with a base of rank 1, and more gene rally, every space with a base of 
finite large rank has a Noetherian base of sub-infinite rank [4.l5]. While these more 
restrictive properties are not finitely productive, that of having a Noetherian base of 
sub-infinite r,ank is fir&e productive. This is easy :o prove by using the following 
lemmas in the theory of partially ordered sets. 
Lemma 2.3 (Kaplansky [5, Exerci.se 7, I;. lSl]). kr!t P be a partially ordered set. The 
following are equivalent. 
(1) Every infinite subset of P contains an infinite descending sequence. 
(2) Every ascending sequence and every set of mutually incomparable members of 
P is finite. 
The proof that (2) implies (2) is a simple matter of taking the (finitely many) 
maximal members of an infinite subset A ol P, choosing one which is greater than 
infinitely many members of A, looking at the maximal members of this subcollec- 
tion of A, and repeating the process infinitely many times. The converse is even 
more trivial. 
Lemma 2.4. Let PI and Pzl be partially ordered sets satisfying the hypotheses of 
Lemma 2.3; then PI x P; also satisfies these hypotheses. 
Prsof. Trivially, every ascending sequence of members of PI x Pz is finite. 
Suppose PI X & contaims an infinite set of mutually incomparable elements, 
{@,,, q,,): n E to}. Then (q,, : n E o} has an infinite descending subsequence, forcing 
the correspohding pm’s to contain (by the dual of Lemma 2.3) an infinite ascending 
zzquence, contradiction. III 
Thwrem 2.5. If X is a finite product of spac(es, each of which has a Noetherian base 
of sub-infinite r*ank, them X also has such lz bme. 
. If & is a collection of subsets of a set 
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Proof of Th~rem 2.5. It is enough to consider the case where X is a two-fold 
product. If 5!?* and & are Noetherian bases for the first and second factor spaces, 
then 
is a base for X. Clearly, for each (xl, xZ) E X, 
Since 9,(x*) and 9,(x2) satisfy (with inclusion as the ordering) the hypotheses of 
Lemma 2.3, so does 98(x1, x2), alid hence 9 is Noetherian, of sub-infinite rank. 
The word “Noetherian” cannot be omitted froiFi ;he Theorem 2.5 (see Examples 
6.2 and 6.3) nor from Theorem 2.2 (see comments following Corollary 4.5). It is not 
known -whether it can be omitted from Theorem 2.1. 
3. Spaces with welkanked bases 
The metrization theorems thus far obltained for spaces with Nlcletherian bases of 
sub-infinite rank can all be extended to ;:I wider category of space:;, thsse with what 
we will call “‘well-ranked bases”: 
Definition 3.1. A base 9 for a space X is a well-ranked bcse ii it is the countable 
union of Noetherian collections of sub-infinite rank. A space is basically screenable 
if it has a base which is the countable union of Noethk& collections of rank 1. 
Basically screenable spaegs were introduce<1 in [ 151 where it was shown that 
every separable regular basi&ly screenable space is metrizable. We will now 
extend this result to spaces with well-ranked basest, making use (of the following 
result, denoted QL + (ar, o)~, from partition calculus: Let A be a set of uncduntable 
cardinality a, and partition the unordered pairs of elements Iof A into Set I and Set 
II. Then either there is an infinite subset of A, all pairs fro- which belong to Set II, 
or there is a subset of A of cardinality CY, all pairs of which belong to Set I. A proof 
of this result, which we will use for the two principal results of this section; may be 
fo:Jlnd in [12] or [21]. 
B;reorern 3.2. Let X be a regular ccc (countable chain ccmfiikz)~ space with cz 
welSmmked base. Then .X has a point-countable base. 
roof. tet 9 z= lJr+ 9& be a well-ranked base for X. For each J’ E X, define 
?% z(x) to be the !et o;f all closures of members of Bk (x). If 9? E(r) is uncountable, 
put an ordered pair of elements of $B X(x) in Set I if they are related by set inclusion, 
“rltk Set II if they are nut. Since any infinite subset of 9 X(x) contains related 
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members, aud since Q) -+ (a, CO)*, there exists an uncountable subset 3 ’ fI SB t(x), ajl 
of whose members are relatedl. I-Ience % ’ is well-ordered by reverse inclusion. 
Given any member of W, there exists an open subset of B, disjoint from B,,+,, 
hence uncountably many disjoint subsets altogether, contradiction. IIence $8 z(x) is 
t countable. 
Now, for each x E X, and c:ach B E 9 t(x), let Bi, . . . , Bi be the set of all 
maximal members of GSk (x) whose closure is B. If x # x”,, then any Bit which 
contains x must coincide with one of the B’,. Therefore the set of all Bi as x ranges 
over X and B ranges over 98 r(x), ano k ranges over the natural numbers, is a 
point-countable collection. Because of regularity, it is a baste. Cl 
Corollary 3.3. Let X be a regui!ar space of caliber N1 with a well -ranked base. Then 
X is metrizable, and separable. 
Proof. One defimtion of caliber & is that every point-countable (and a fortiori 
every disjoint) collectiorv of open subsets of X is countable. I3y Theorem 3.2, X has 
a point-countable base, which is thus countable. I-Ience X is metrizable. •J 
More generally, we have: 
Theorem 34. Let X be a space with a well-ranked base which is locally of caliber 
&. Then X is metrizable. 
P~QQ%. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we can show that a space with a well-rankedi 
base is cr-metacsnipac t: every open covcr has a cr-point-finite refinement. Every 
point-countable cover of a space by open sets of caliber N1 is star-countable. Irr [23], 
it is shown that a regular space in which every open cover has a star-countable open 
refinement is paacompact. (The proof consists of showing that a star-countable 
open cover of any space is a-discrete, through the breaking up of the cover into 
countable equivalence classes, two members of the cover being equivalert if they 
are chained to each other.) IZ is well-known that every paracompact, locally 
metrizable space is metrizable. El 
A :.tseful reference for results of this sort is [26]. 
Defiaibion 3.7. Let !% = UZsl 9, be a well-r,Fnked base for X. A cover % of X is 
minimal (or irreducible ) if U E % implies % - {U} does not cover X. We shall say a 
cover U = {B,, . . ., B,) of X by elecments of 9 is Sbminima~ if 4Y is minimal and if 
IS, LSi’E 5& with B 2tii implies the cover {BI,. . . , Bi-1, B, Bi+l,. . a , Bnj is not 
minimal. 
for X. Let & 
Let X be a compact Hausdor $3 be a ~~e~~ -rtt 
be the Icsllection of al’1 mem6ers of 93 which belong to some 3 -vvtmiv:~al 
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cover. Let B E &!Jkr and S,-uppose there e:t:ist VI, @. . s v,, iw 94 such that 
(i) J3 5 Vi fOE dl i. . 
(ii) If V f C!& and B C V, then there exists j such that V is comparable go \$. 
Then there exists 23’ E 9 f7 31k and 5 such that B C B' C VP 
Proof. Pick A: E F and 2 famrly WI,. . . I Wm of open sets in @ such that (a) x e Wi 
for any 9, (b) for each j there exists xj E Wj such that Xj r&l Wk for k # j, xj & 61, and 
(c) for each i = 1,. . . n there exists j such that N< C Vi. 
o (There are various ways of doing this. Here is a construction by induction. Pick 
scl E V, - I?, pick FJ1 E 3 containing x1, not containing x, contained in the 
intersection of all M, containing x1, and omitting some point Ici of every set of the 
form Vi - B which lees not contain ~1. 
suppose xi, Wi chosen for i s k, SUCK that if xi $Z Vj for any i s k, then Vj - B 
contains ome. point Xj not in U isk Wi. Let j be the first integer for which Xi’is not in 
v for all i s k, Pick !lk;,+, E 9 containing xjci, not containing x, contained in the 
intersecrion cf all \T containing xj, and omitting all xi such that Xj e Vr. Continue in 
this fashion until every Vj contains some set c;f the form Wk.) 
Now extend (B, WI, . . ‘ 9 WJ to a cover of X by members of 9 such that no 
other element of this cover contains either x or the Xri’S, Choose a minimal 
subcover. This cover must include {B, WI,. . . , Wm}. Replace B in this cover by .an 
element fi of .9, such that B C & and the cover remains a minimal cover, and such 
that no element of 9!Jk which contains 8 also has these properties. Successively 
enlargiug the other members of this cover in the same manner (keeping within the 
@$ from *;vh:lch t e member was gotten) yields a 9 -minimal cover. Thus B E 90’. 
Since & contains B, it muot be related to [3ne of the Vi’s* By the way fi was 
chosen, it cannot contain any of the Vi’s, Therefore, there exists Vi E (V,, . . . , ‘(/;I} 
such thai B C B C Vi. U 
In [ 151, the question was raised whether every compact basically screenable space 
ES metrizable. The following theorem provides an affirmative answer to this 
questioit. 
Theorem 3.9. If X is a compact space with a well-ranked base, then X is metrizabbe. 
roof. Let 9 = w:=, 93” b e a well-ranked base for X. We will prove that the 
collecGon 2’ of all members of 9 which belong to some s-minimal clover is 
countable. Then we will apply Lemma 3.8 to prove that !% itself is point-gountable, 
hence countable. 
Let %, be the collection of !%minamal covers of cardinality n. We shall show 
that for each rr, %, is countable. Suppose that (‘11, is uncountable. Arbitrarily 
order the elements of each E %,,; thus u = { here is a 
. . 
11, 1 d .I1 52 n, such that x1 E I/i1 for uncountably many U E 41,. There is an 
uncountable subset %,(j1)cz{UE%,: XlE Uj,) such that the *set V =: 
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i&*: u E %I (.h)) is contained in one of the 9&‘s. Using a -* (a, u)’ as in Theorem 
3.2? we obtain an uncountable subset ‘V’ of “cr such that Y’ is totally ordered by 
inc,lusion. By the Noetherian property of %, there is a greatest member VI of V’. 
Let % k(jJ = {?I E ‘%, cl>: Ui, E V). Pick x2 E X - VI, and repeat the proctess 
on %A(jI), obtaining an ,uncountable lsubset ‘Iu C(j,. if) r 9 L(JJ such tha:: 
{U,: U E % A&, j2)) is totally ordered by inclusi80n. There exists a greatest element 
Vz of this set. And since x2 et VI, we must have jI # j2. 
Pick x3 E X - VI U V2, and continue the process. We end up with an uncountzble 
subset 41 L of @& such that for all j = 1,. . . , II, the: set { Uj : U E % L) is we&ordered 
by reverse inclusion. 
Put pairs of elements of % L into two sets as follows: put (U, U’) in Set I if either 
U,5U: and IU23U4, or U,~Uul and U *$Z Ul. Otherwise, put {U, U’} in Set III. 
Since (Y --, (cp’, w)* and since an infinite ordering and its reverse cannot both be 
well-orderings, there is an uncountable subset %!: C 4%: such that U, U’E % E 
implies either U, C Ul and U2 C U5 or U1 3 e/i and U2 1 Vi. By repe:lteJ 
applications of (Y + (a, o)*, we can obtain an uncountable subset % *, C % A such 
that U, U’E 42 t implies either Vi 3 U; for all i, or Ui C Ul for all i = 1,. . . , n. But 
this contradicts the 53 -minimality of the covers. Thus 41, is countable, and hence 
53’={B E U: UE 91. for some n} 
is countable. 
We will now prove that .G? .is point-countable. Suppose there exists x E JC SUC~I 
that C&(x) = (B E C%: x E B} is uncountable. As before, there exists an un;.. 
countable subset of a,(x) which is well-ordered by reverse inchrsion. Suppose 
{Is p : a < o,} is the initial segment of this uncountable sdbs,et corresponding to the 
countable ordinals. Thelre exists cyo < o1 such that B, !g $9 for aoa o < toI. For 
each such a >, a0 choose a subset (VI,. . . , V.} C Bk such that II,+, C Vi and 
IS”, Vi, * * - , V.) is maximal with respect to incomparability. By Lemma 3.5, there 
exists J3: such that either &+, 5 B: C Vi for siome i, CK else &,+1 5 B As B,. Now 
the: BL are all distinct: if BL = Bb with a < /3, ithen B’:,;?H,+, 3 &, contradiction. 
But then {B:: aos a 4: WI) is an uncountabk: subset of SB ‘. This contradiction 
establishes that 9 is a point-countable base for X. By MiSEenko’s lemma 1111, 58 is 
countable. Cl 
CardIary 3.10. A kxnlly compact space is metrizable if, and only if, it has a 
well-ranked b,ase. 
Before going on to Section 4, we might mention the following analogue oi 
Theorem 2.5. 
3’ Let X be ‘a countable product of spaces with well -ranked betses. Then 
X has a well-ranked ba!re. 
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pro&. Let X = nT_, X,, and let 9, be a well-ranked base fsr X8, with $!&, = 
u;,: 1 $& where $Bnk is Nc etherian, of sub-infinite rank. Let !% (n) be the collection 
of ad sets of the form 
where _Bi E BiI U 8 l l U i&, for all i. Then 98 (pz) is a Noetherian collection of 
sub-infinite rank (same argument as for Theorem 2.S), and uzE, S(n) is a 
well&r Inked base for X, 
Sinc:a a o-metacompact, countably metacompact space is metscompact, this 
result makes it especially interesting to ask under what conditions a space with a 
well-ranked base is countably metacqmpact. 
4. bses of point-finite rank 
:The principal result of this section is that every space with a base of point-finite 
rank is metacompact. This extends Arha ngel’skii’s result that every space with a 
base of finite large rank is metacompact [4]. Arhangel’skii also showed that spaces 
of the latter sort are screenable, but this does not extend even to spaces with bases 
of rank 2 (Example 6.1). 
In [3], Arhangel’skii ntroduced the following notation: let & be a collection of 
subsets of a set X; then IV(k) is the smalleslt system of subsets of X conaining JZZ 
which is closed under union of chains. There is a way of describing N(&,\ by 
transfinite induction [3]: Let S& be the set of all unions of chains (totally ordered 
subcol!ections) in &; fcbr each ordinal Q, let J&+, be the set of all1 unions of chai,ns in 
S& ; and if a! is a limit ordinal, & = \J(s$ : p C a}. This process must termi’nate 
eventually with s&, = J&+~ = W@I). 
Eemms 4.1 (Arhangel’skii). rf ~g is t: collection of subsets of a set X, and r,d = n 
for some finite n, then rJV(sl4) = I+ also. 
Fsr 2i proof, see [3, Mair, Lemma, Section 11. One coald also construct a proof 
along the fines of that of Lemma 4.3, below. 
CoredIary 4.2. Let 93 be LI base for a space X, of finite rank n (resp. of point-finite 
rank 1% There exists a base for X, of rank n (resp of point -finite mnk ) which is closed 
under union; of chains. 
If .P’ is a partially ordered set, a chain in P is called maximal if there is no chain in 
P which contains it properly. A statement equivalent o the axiom of choice is that 
every chain is contained in a 1. * Lima1 chain. The following lemma gives a condition 
under which the number af unions of maximal chains is finite, even if the num 
maximal chains is in 
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.I!. Let 9 be a collection of subsets of X, such that ‘r,iB G n. l,et 3’ C: L% (x ). 
The set of all unions IDf maximal chains of sefs in 9’ is of CL rdinal’ C n. 
Proof. Suppose there exists a collection & of n + 1 chstinct unions, and let 
k1,  . . . , .4k be the m,aximal members of ;;la. Let Ak+1,. . . , & be the ma:u;imal 
members of the remaining (n + 1) - k members of s4. Continue numbering in this 
way until A n+l is reached. 
For each Ai, 1 G i G k, there exist points of X, aii (1~ j G n, j# i), such that 
a,j E Ai, ay e Ah (we allow duplication, i.e. we might have aij = ai,.) For each 
l - I- 1 , . . . , k, let Bi oe a member of a maximal chain from B’ whose union is Ai, and 
such that aij E Bi for all j. 
For each Ai, k + 1 G i G k I, there exists an element aq (14 j G ~1, j# i) such that 
tiij E Ai, aij e Aj (j = k + 1, . . . 4 n) and IZij $Z B/ for j = 1, . . . , k. Otherwise maxi- 
mality of the chain whose union is Ai is violated. For each i = k + 1, . . . , k’, let Bi 
be a member of a maximal chain fro-m $8’ whose union is Ai, and such that a:j E B1 
for all j. 
Continuing in this fashion, we obtain the incomparable collection &, . . . , B,+1 of 
members of 9?‘, contradicting rlc (98 ‘) 6 II. CI 
Theorem 4.4. Let X be a ;opo!oogical rk, space with a base % of point-finite rank, 
closed under union of chains. Let “21 bl! an open cover of X. There exists a rcfinemen! 
9 of %’ by me&ers bf 93 skrcb~ that ord,: (9) 2~ r,93. 
Proof. For each p E X, let 
B(p,%)=(E E 32: pEBCU forsome UP%). 
Let s/a be the set of all 
‘Y = u{‘& : p E X). Then 
{V E 7r: p E V}. 
unions of maximal chains from 98 (p, % )I and let 
‘Y is point-finite by Lemma 4.3. Indeed Y,, - 
As it stands;, Y need not refine %, so we will refine ‘Ir further. Let V E Y: If 
V C U for some U E %, let W(p, V) = (V} for all p 6, V. If V is not contained in 
any member of %, pi:k a point p E V, a member W of E @, “le ) (properly) 
contained in V, and let W(p, V) = { W}. If q # p, q E V, let B (4. V, % ) hlc: the set of 
all members of B(q, %) contained in V\,(p). L,et W(q, V) be the s;et of all unions of 
maximal chains in B(q, V, % )I. 
Now W(q, V) is a pc~int-finite collection for all choices of q E X’, V E ‘K And 
each of its members is c(t4ntained in V. Hence ‘W = u{W(p, V): p E X, V E ‘v} is a 
poi&inite cover aJf X. Let W’ be the subset of W consisting of those mgznbers of 
W which are contained in some member of %. Clearly ?T’ is point-finite and refines 
lill. We will show that it covers X,, 
For each q E X, let V be a minimal member of “1’9. If V is contained in sI(pme 
member of %, or if q is contained Gr W(p, V) for the selected p E V, then q E 
Otherwise, let X be a maxima.1 c ain in B+, V, % ). F\iow Z is ert 
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_ of a chain in B (4, % ) whose union is V, or else a subcollection of a chain an B(q, %) 
whose union contains points outside V. In either case, x is not cofinal in the chain 
and so ~Jx is contain-d Grlin some member of %. Hence W’ is a point-finite open 
cover of X refining %. 
Fi,naIIy, let 9V be an irreducible (minimal) subcover of ‘K (9 can be gotten in the 
standard way, by well-ordering CIcr’ and throwing awa!r We if it is contained in the 
union of the later members of the cover.) Since every member of 9 is in 9, and 
since the members of 9 containing any point x of X are incomparable, it foIIo:ws 
that ord,% s r&B. c3 
II space is called n-&oundedfy metacompact if every open cover has a refinement 
of order s n 871, and boundedly metucompact if it is n-boundedly metacompact for 
solme n. We thus have: 
3. Every space with a base offinite ranx n is n-boundedly metucompact. 
Every space with a base elf point-finite rank is metacompact. 
In the light of Theorem 1.3 and Corollary 4.$, it is natural to conjecture thqt a 
‘space is n-boundedly metacompact if every opt;n cover has a refinement of rank 
s co. However, this is far from true. In [22? Lemma 3.11 there is a proof that every 
linearly orderable topological space X has the property that every open cover has a 
rank 2 refinement; moreover, every open cover of X has a rank 1 refinement if, and 
only if, X is totally disconnected. In Example 6.1, we give an explicit construction 
of such a refirlement for ol, which is well known to be non-metacompact. ’ 
In [3], Arhangel’skii ntroduced the concept of a dimension-restricting function 
for [finite] open covers: a function cp from a space X. to e, such that for each (finite) 
open cover % of X9 there exists an open refinement 3’ such i-hat ord,‘V s q(x). 
This suggests the following definition: 
nition 4.6. A space X is point-boundedly metacompact if there exists a 
dimension-restricting function on X for open covers. A space X is of point$&te 
couering dimension if there exists a dimension-restricting function on X for finite 
open covers. 
Of course, both boundedly metacompact [4] and point-bounded y metacoqpact 
are extensions of l ha 0 LI1b ,oncept of n-boundedly metacompact, but neither impIies,the 
other: any comljact Haus.1orff space which is llot the countable union of zero- 
dimensional subset . .or er. ample, the HiIL$ert cube) is boundedly metacompact but 
not point-boundedlj metacompact; and rhe Pixley-Roy space (Example 6.5; is 
point-boundedly nnetacompact but not br dundedly metacompaet, 
3. Every space wit. a basd cf point-finite rank is hereditarikv point- 
boundedly metacompact. 
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It is easy to see that a space X with a base % of point-finite rank is the countab1e 
union of closed suby aces, each of which has a base of finite 1:ank. In fact, .he points 
s n form a closed subspace \?f X for each n. For metrizable 
spaces the converse is true. In fact: 
ore Let X be a metrizable space. The jMowing are equivalent. 
(1) X has h base of point-finite rank. 
(2) X is a countable union of closed subspaces, euch with ti base of “finite rank. 
(3) X = uz=, Xn, where dim X,, is finite and X, ia: a closed subspace of X for 
each n. 
(4) X i> the countable union of clo.ced subspaces, each of finite krge basis 
dimension. 
(5) There exists a b&se 3 = Uz=, 3, for X, such that each B, is a Noetherian rank 
1 collection, such chat each point 1p of X has a base ber’onging to some BP,, and such 
that each point ,O oj X is contained in U %,, for only finitely marrly n. 
(6) X is point -boundedly metacompact. 
(7) X is of point-finite covering dimension. 
The proof, while not dificult, is essentially dimension-theoretic and will appear 
in a forthcoming paper- [ 18:. 
In a similar vein, Arhangel’skii proved [3, Th&orem 3.71: 
Theorem 4.9. Let X be a normal (rasp. paracompact) sp%zce. Then X is of 
point -finite covering dimension (resp. point -boundedly nsetacompact ) ifi and only if, 
X is the union of countably many closed subspaces of jinite covering dimetzsion. 
We close this section with a lemma which wiii be used in Part B :Yf Theorem 5.6. 
Those interested only in the compact case tray skip over it. 
Lemma 4.10. Let X be a ri:gular space Gth a base 3. Let % be a point+zite couler of 
X, such that for each non-isolated point x there exists a neighborhood ofx which does 
not contain any member gf %. Then there exists a refinement W of Q consisru’ng of 
members of CB such that: 
(i) Whenever W C U for some W E W, W E 5Y, then w C U. 
(ii) 1f U C !V for some W E W, U E %, then LJ = W = {x} for some x E X. 
Proof. For each point x of take a neighborhood C’ of x such th,dt v is contained 
in all members of % containi;lg x, ant such that ‘5,’ contai.ns no member of % not 
containing x. Denote the resulting covc:r of X by "ifo. No member- of Cy; contains a 
member of % unless both are singletans, and this property carries over to ang 
refinement of VO. 
Let WO be a basic refinemenjc of % ‘3. Let X1 be thl.: (closed) set of all points x such 
thsei: 53; each W E W&.), there exists U E % such that WC: U, ~JZ U. This 
impli,es, in particular, that each member of VG cont’G!ning W is contained in fewer 
members of % than W is. 
By induction, assume q’k-i, wk_,, and Xk have been defined. Let “u;, be a cover of 
XL? re:Ening “IL *k-,, such that for each V E ‘K and for eaeh U E % satisfying V .c 1-1~ 
we haT,e v c Ll_ Let Wk be a basic refinement of 4L’;: covering Xk. Let Xk+l be the 
set of aI1 points x E _X such that for ertch W E ‘% (x), i = 0,5, . . . , k, there exists 
U E % such that W C CT, live L’. 
we claim nz= t Xm = 0. Specifically, if ord,% = n, then .Y e Xm+r_ ‘indeed, if 
x E xn+*, then there exists W,, E YK., (x) and U,, E %? such that .Wn C Un, $&,.a brn, 
But for all V E Tfn containing Mp,, Vg U,,. However, there exists W,,_i E wn._* 
containing some, member of “v;I whi+ 4.. cantains W,,, and therefore not contain& i’lp 
Un, such that for some Un-l E %, Wn+ C &-I, %-& Ui-1. In nis w&y we 
inds;ctively define. tz + 1 distinct sets Un, U,-,, . . . , UO containing x, c~. vadicti\on. 
Now let “Icy’ be the collection of all W belonging to some wl;, such that W sqtisfies 
the condition (i),, Then cw‘ is a cc~.rer of X by members of 3, satisfying (i) and 
refining YO, hence satisfying (ii). c1 
We will use the fact that if the wn are point-finite and minimal (irreducible) then 
w^ is minimal also, provided each-member of w;( contains some point of Xk which 
no other member of %fk contains. (This and point-finiteness of W,,, can always be 
arranged if B is a base of point-finite rank.) In particular, if 3 is of point-finite 
rank, (or even of sub-infinite rank) then w will be point-finite if it is minimal. 
Incidentally, had we wished merely to prove (i), we could have simply assum& that 
% is point-finit e, without inserting the neighborhood condition. Moreover, if q is 
the union of finitely many minimal col!ections, the neighborhood condition is 
automatically satisfied. 
c . . Spaces with bases of Bintte rank 
In this section we prove some results analogous to those gotten in Section 3 for 
spaces with we&tanked baises. Despite the great strengthening involved in going 
from ‘“sub-infinite” to “finite”, the dropping of “Noetherian” makes the corre- 
sponding resEIts of comparable di%culty. Moreover, “‘finite” cannot be wea.kcned 
to “sub-infinite” fn the absence of “Noetherian”: the Sorgenirey line (Example 6.2) 
is a separable? paracompact space with a b’zse of sub-infinite rank (and also a 
Noetherian Lese) which is ulot metrizable. Its Siamese twin, the “two arrows” space 
of Alexandroff (Exsmpde 4.3) has all these properties and is, in addition, compact. 
In the case of compact spaces we will actually extend our matrizability theorem 
to point-finite rank (C.oro!‘lary 5.7). But this is just a small twist on what is a pm~f 
involving finite ran I;. 
Our task will be eas!ed z:)omewhat by the following (nontrivial!) set-th&rc;tical 
lemma. 
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52 [6). If B is a partiatly ordered set such that every subset of n + 1 elements 
of P contains a pair of related elemezis, then P can be written as the union i>f n totally 
ordered subsets. 
If we merely stipulate that every infinite subset of P contain a pair of related 
elemer ts, then no such bound can be fixed on the number of chains. For example, if 
o, is 3 regular csrdinal, the set (r3, x O~+~ SE t&ies condition 2 of Le:mma 2.3, but 
clearly cat?not be written as the union of fc.wer than CG~ chains. 
Corollary 52. A collection Se of subsets of a set X is of point-finite raak if, and on,ly 
if, d(x) can be expressed as the union of finErely many chains for each x E X. If =z is 
finite, & 2s of rank n if, and only if, d(x) can be expressed as the uniolr of nt? more 
than n chains for each x E X. . 
In the case of finite rank, it becomes comparatively easy to prove that 
separability implies second countability. 
Theorem 5.3. IfX is a separable T? topological space with a base of finite rank, then 
X has a countable base. 
Roof. Let 0 be a countable dense subset of X, and let B be a rank n base for X. 
For each xEX, Ilet CB(X)=W,(IL’)U-~ U 9” (m ), where each SBi (x) is totally 
ordered by set inclusion. Fcr each q E Q, let B:(X) = U{S E pi (x ): 4 e B}. We 
claim that the set 
{BT(q’): q,q’EQ, i = l,... ,n) 
together with the set of isolated. points of X,, is a countable base for X. 
To see this, suppose x is a l:on-isolated point of X which is contained in the open 
set U. We can find {VI,. e , V,+,} E 98 such that x E V, Co . . C Vn+l C 1-J and 
(V i+l-&)fIQ#O,i=I,.... n. Pick 4% Q (7 VI. Then {VI,. . . , V,,+l] C %,q’), SO 
there exist nz, m ’ and i with rt> < m ‘, such that Vm, VA E Bk (4’). Pick q E IL - Vm. 
Then Vm C BP(q’)C VA, SO 7 E BF(q’)C V. 
As in the case of TlaeorelT~ 3.4, we have: 
Theorem_ 5.4. A locaily separable regular space width a base of finite rank is 
me&able. 
Corollary S.SH A locally separablle regukr space is an n-dimensional metric space if, 
and only if, i; has a base of rank n. 
Since all the diniension funcGons in common use coincide for locally separsb 
metric spaces, “,-dimensional” is unambiguous. 
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together a pair of seemingly unrelated results whose 
minor details. 
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Our next theorem lumps 
proof is identical except in 
Theorem 5.6. Let X be a space with a base of finite rank. If either 
(A) X, is compact, or 
(%) X ii regular and hereditarily Lindeliifi 
then X has a point-countable base. 
proof. Suppose $4 is a base for X, closed under union of chains, of rank m. For 
each B E93, let 98(E)={B’Es: 23 Cs’}. Write (B) 
where Bi (B) Is totally ordered for each i. 
For each n E O, construct a minimal cover qII of X by efements of with the 
following properties: 
(i) if U E %,, and V E %,, with n’ > n, and V C V, then 3 C [J, and 
(ii) ifUE%,,,andVE%,0withn’>n,andV3 U,thenU V={x)forsome 
x E X. This we can do by induction, using point-finiteness of II. By minimalit);, 
each Un is countable, 
Let MW be the set of all points x of X such that every neighborhood of x contains 
some element of %,, = U(%,: n f o}. It is easy to see that Mm is a closed subset of 
x. If u, U’E %,, let VW, U’) = U( 1 (U): U’ fZ B}. The set 
Y,={V,(U,U’): U,U’E%,}U(UE%,: W=(x}forsomex) 
is a countable base in X for the ints of Mw. To see this, let E Mm x not ikolaied 
in X. Let G be any open set co ining x. Using induction on i, we can construct a 
sequence B,, . . . , B,+l of members of cB,,,C-CB,CB, 
and such that there exists U,, . . . , UIFl+2 C %, such that L Br, but U+, C Br, 
‘- I- 1 9”*9 m + 1. (In the induction, define BI direc after U.) For some i = 
‘1 , . . . , ttl, @i (Um+2) must contai two of the B’s, my and B,#, with j < j’. Then 
B, 3 I/I+, and BIl d L$+,, so x B,vc V,(U,,,+n, U,,,)C B, C G 
Now let Q) be a limit ordinal, nd suppose that the closed set Ma (containin 
tip with /3 < a) has been define ) with a countable base Ye, and collections c91’ 
each y =S (Y. 
(A) If X is compact, then since va is a countabl for the points of Mm, 
it is easily seen that M, is a Cip in X. 
(ES) If X is hereditaril e&f, then every closed sub of X is a Gb. 7 
In either case, let Fa+n 2 a closed subset of X such that - Ma = u:w, FY+m. 
For each integer n > 0, construct a minimal cover of Fe+1 We 0. u Fo+” by 
elements of 93 with th successor ordinal). 
(i) if U E %,+, and 
(ii) if CJ E 42, and 
The second condition 
x E I-$+1 u l l U F,,,v) a neighbor 
intersection of aOI m 
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(discrete) set of points taken one apiece fro:n those open sets in %,+, (n c n’) which 
do not contain x. To obtain the discrete set, take points at which ord %,+, = 1. We 
not worry about y < LZ! since by hypotheses x e Ma and so thf:re is a 
borhood of x which does not conta’l A1 any members of 9&,. If X is compact, we 
simply take a minimal subcover. Otherwise, we take a point-finite refinement % of 
this collection, then use Lemma 4.10, with USA,,,, (n c n’) U % pla;!+rg the role of 
the cover U of that lemma to get our minimal basic refinement I.Ja+“#. 
Let p be a limit ordinal, and s.Jppose A&, Ya, and %,+, have been defined for all 
limit ordinals at < pI, and positive n. Let k?@ be the set of all points x such that every 
neighborhood of x contain some elements of qe = U{%?: y < p). If cy and a’ are 
limit ordinals less than /3, with cr 2 cu ’ and U E %,+,, U’ E cr31,B+.e, let Vi (U, U’) = 
U(S E tBi (U): B z U’}, and let c (U, I/‘) = vi (U, U’) - A&. Let r/k be the set of 
all these v,, together with the singleton member of Ua. Then VP is a countable base 
for M@. 
To see this, choose x C &&, tinti iet 6’ be the least ordinal such that x E Mol. We 
may assume x is not isolated in X. Let .G be ar3 open set containing x. Construe! 
sequences E3’,, . . . , IS,,,+, E 9? and U,, . . . 3 U,,,+z EI %?a# as before, but choose the U”S 
iii such a way that if Uj E qai.+,,? U’p E 91 ai,+n’, and j C j’, then a!j 6 ajl e This can be 
done because if Uj has been defined, and every open set containing x contains 
some elements of Q&, then x E A&,, contradiction. Now, as before, there exists Uk 
such that x E Vi (Urn+*, Uk ) C G. Since x e A&, Q! < p’, it follows that x E ‘2 
(U m+2, Uk)C a 
We claim X = U{ILi, ra < 0,). Let %(x) =(U: UE%, for some yCwl, 
x E U}. Write %(x) = %,(x) U . l l U $I,,, (x). where each ‘%!i (x) is totally ordered. 
For each i = 1,. . . , m, let i(ol) be the set of all y < o1 such that Qi (x) n %!,,+” 
and ‘zli (x) n %&+,o are non-empty for some n, n’ E 0, n # n’. If x E X - 
&la : (r < o,}, then for each y < wl, there exists i such that y E i(mi). Therefore, 
there is some iO such that i&q) is cofinal in ol. By the way the ‘%,‘s are defined, it is 
easy to see that 
m&(X) = n{ ii: u E %&)(x)}. 
Also, by conditions (ii) above, if U E %,+ f%&(x) and U’ E %,*n Q&,(x), aud 
U 3 U’, then y C y ‘. Thus %&) is well-ordered by reverse inclusion, and no 
countable subset is cofinal. 
(A) If X is compact, then X - n%&) is easily seen to be countably compact. 
Since it is metacompact, i  is compact. But (X - 0: U E ?!&(x)) is an open cover 
with no finite subcover, contradiction. 
(8) “X is hereditarily Lindeliif” is also contradicted, since {X - 0: U E %,(x)) 
has no countable subcover for X - f%&,(x). 
In either case, x = L)(M, : a < 0,). 
x E Ma for some a < wl. Then Va contains a base for _y: in X. Also, if 
is either a singleton, or V = V(U, U’) - MB for:: some p. Hf 
is a point-countable base for X. 
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Cmolhry 53, A compact gxxe with a base of point-finite rcavrk is mztrizcrble. 
&&,, Let X be a compact space and let @? be a base of point-finite rank for X. I..st 
X, = {.x E X: r,!B G n). Then Xn is a closed subspace of X, of Tank G a, hence 
metrizablc by Theorem 56 and MiRenko’s lemma. Now, every compact space 
which is a countable union of closed metrizable subspaces is metrizable. (A.n 
interesting proof of this we1 -known result is as follows: A countable union c>f 
spaces, each of which has a &diago__-.. n<rl and is closed in the union, likewise has a 
G8-diagonal. And every compact space with a G-diagonal is metrizable [ll].) 
Since X = Uzil X, X is metrizable, 
CorolP~y 5.8, A Cocally compact space with a base of point-fznite rank ris met&able. 
Pt*mf. Every point of such a space has a compact, hence metrizaMc, hence 
separable neighborhood. Thus by Corollary 5.5, the space is metrizablc. Cl 
Combining Corollary 5.8 and Theorem 1.4 gives: 
Corolhry 5.9. Ca locally compact space is an n-dimensional metric space if, and 
only /Q\ it h..zs a base of rank n, and no base of lower rarr k. 
‘Uie status of hereditarily Lindel6f spaces is less certain. It is still not known 
whether there exists a model of set theory ir? dkh every hereditarily Lindeliif 
space with B. print-countable base is metrizable. It has loni been known that if there 
exists a Souslin line, then there exists a non-metrizable, hereditarily LindelGf space 
with a point-countable base 1261. More recently, Tall, Weiss, :snd van Douwen have 
constructed such a space using the Continuum Hypothesas. 
In [16], there is an outline of a proof that the existe:ncc: of a non-metrizable 
hereditarily Li.,deliif space with a base of rank 1, is equivalent o thti existence of a 
Souslin line. It is not known whether “rank 1” can be weakened to “finite rank” or 
“point-f% te rank”. So as yet we have no analogue of Corollary 5.7 for hereditarily 
Linc!eGf spaces. We can, however, formally weaken “hereditarily Lindelijf” to 
“ccc” (“Countable chain dondition”) in Theorem 5.6, since these a.re equivalent for 
spaces with bases-of inite rank (though not of point-finite rank). ‘Jio show this, we 
fi.rst recall the following definition, introduced by Arhangel’skii [i3]. 
efinition 5.10. Let n be an integer. A collection J$ cf subsets of a set X is of smaii 
rank s n if every sub-collection tDf ti with nonempty intersection, such thas every 
member contains a point not in any of the others, has no more than n members. 
We can 3.1~0 define such cbncepts as ‘“small rank at x”, “point-finite small rank”, 
and so forth, in analogy wifh rank. Of course, every collection of rank G iu is a 
smaP1 rank 6 n. 
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5.U. I& X be u space with a base of finite small rank n. If X satisfks the 
ccc then X has countable spread. (That is, every discrete s&space of X is courtabie.) 
Proof. Suppose X has an uncountable discrete subspace ‘1~“. For each point of I’, pick 
a basic open set containing it and missing all the rest. Cle;u=ly, no point of X can be 
contained in more than n of these open sets. Hence there exists an integer k for 
which there are uncountably many of these sets U such that there exists x E u’ with 
ord,% = k, ord,% G k for all y E U. Form all intersections of k distinct members 
of this kind. They are all disjoint open sets, uncountably many in number. II 
This i,s one: result that cannot be extended even to point-finite rank (see Example 
6.5). 
Theorem 3.12. Let X be a regular space with a base of finite rank. If X satisfiiies the 
countable chain condition, then X has a point xountable base and is hereditarily 
Lindeltif. 
Proof. It is enough, by Theorem 5.6, to show that I< is hereditarily Lindeliif. Burt 
since X is of countable spread and is meta-Lindeliijf, this is immediate, even without 
invoking reguhirity. 
Corollary 5.13. Let X be a regular space of caliber 88, with a base of finite rank.. 
T/ten X is metrizabie, and separable. 
Proof. As in Corollary 3.3. 
Corollary 5.14. A ccc space is a finite-dimensional nvdetric space if, and only if, it is 
a collectionwise normal S-space with a base of fir&e rank. 
6. Examples 
Here we give six spaces which serve to clarify some of the relationships between 
the concepts dealt v+th in this paper. 
Example 6.1 (“Heath’s tangent V space”). Let X be the closed upper Euclidean 
half-plane. PGnts above the x-axis are isolated, while a basic apen neighborhood of 
a point on the x-axis is a pair of line segments of equal Euclidean length exteniing 
up from x at an angle of 45 degrees. This is clearly a rank 2 base for /Y. 
This space was iilltroduced by Heath [lo] as an example of a metacompact 
developable space which is not screenable (hlence not metrEzable). Fihppov 
observed in 143 that: X does not have: a base of finite large rank, and his pr(Jof clearly 
extends to show that it does not have a base of countable large rank. 
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Exampk 5.2, The Sorgmfwy line 4: is the real line with a base for the topology 
consisting of upper-half-open intervals. It is well-known [24, 251 that this space js 
separable, regular (indeed, paracompact), and hereditarily Lindelbf, but not 
Inetrizable. In fact, S x S is not even normal, or metacompact. Since S satisfies the 
Baire Category Theorem (same proof as for the real line), it is not the countable 
union of closed metrizable subspaces: one of these would have to contain an 
interval of S, hence a copy of S. Hence S does not have a base of point-finite rank. 
(Compare the proof of Corollary 5.7.) Because S is not metrizable, but is separable, 
It also does not have a well-ranked base. 
We can construct a base of sub-infinite rank for S by using the homzomorphism 
between S and the subspace of S consisting of [Q, 1). Let {4r(} be a seqeslnce of 
rational numbers in the clotaed unit interval such that for each n, Ur,,,(gk - l/k, +) 
is a cover of [0, I). (This wi: can do because the intervals are of length l/k, so their 
lengths form a divergent sequence.) Let ak = {[r, qk): & - I C l/S}. Then @ = 
Ul=, Sr: is a base of sub-infinite rank for [0, 1) with the Sorgenfrey topology, a? 
shown in [13], 
Example 6.3. The “‘two arrow? space s4 of Alexandroff is a space with many 
descriptions, the quickest of which is that it is the space formed by the top and 
bottom edges of the lexicographically ordered unit square with the order topology. 
Thus a local base at (x,0) is given by sets of the form B&z, x) = 
(a, X) x (0) U (a, x) x {l}, while a local base at (x, I) is @en by sets’ of t!re form 
&(x, b) = (x, b) x (1) U (x, h) X (0). Both edges of the square are homeomorphic to 
the Sorgenfrey line, with the addition of a single isolated point. The space A is 
compact, separable, and hereditarily Lindeliif. Since the Sorgenfrey line does n(ut 
have a Noetherian base of sub-infinite rank, neither does A. However, it has both a 
Noetherian base and a base of sub-infinite rank, similar to those for the Sorgenfrey 
line. 
‘Vaughan has written aw article [28] describing some of the disguises under which 
A has appeared. Two of those disguises may be found in 125, Example 96, Example 
1071. 
Examph. 6.4. The ordinal space o 1 of all countable ordinals is a countably 
cornpacE, non-compact space [8, 251. Since it is not metacompact, i  has no base of 
finite ra lk, although its intervals do conL;cjtute a base of small rank 2, Using the 
followin<! theorem, it can be shown [I31 that it has no base of sub-infinite rank. 
f?orem (due to Alexandroff and Urysohn; for a proof see [12]). Let f : ml -+ 6.1)~ be 
regressive ; that is, f ((u) *: cy jm a!! nonzero iy. There exists mt ordinal y such that 
y = f(cu) for uncounta.bi,, m.my cy. 
Pary. Let f : w1 + ml be a fun&on such that f (cw ) c cy for every Ii 
There exists an ordinal /3 such that {3 = f( ci’) for uncountably many limit ordkds ti. 
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(Indeed, the function which coincides with f on limit o ‘kza?~; and sends each nonzero, 
non-Emit ordinal to its predecessor is regressive.) 
Despite the fact that o1 is not metacompact, every qen (Over of til has a rank one 
refinement. This can be shown using the corollary above. Let U’ be an open cover 
and let V be a refinement consisting of (possibly degenerate) topologically open 
intervals of the form [a, p ] = (x : CY s x s PI. (Qf course, Q! must be a successor 
ordinal for this to be open, but every point has a base of sufah intervals.) Let J be an 
ordinal which appears as the lower endpoints of intervals associated with u.ncounta- 
bly many distinct /3; the set of all such intervals clearly forms a rank 1 cover of the 
set 6. ~11 countable ordinals greater than -9~ equal to a. Wlnat remains is a compact, 
zero-dimensional, clopen subspace of ol, and the trace o’f U on this subspace can 
be refinecl to a partition of sets clopen in [0, (u) and hence open in the whole space. 
This partition, together with the interval [a, /?I, constitutes a rank I refine.ment 
Iof U. 
Example 6.5. In [20], Pixley and Roy introduced the space Fin(R), generalized as 
follows* 
Let X be any first countable space. Let Fin(X) be the space whose points are aii 
rinite nonempty subsets of X and whose Sase of open sets is of the form 
R(p, U) = {q: p C q C U, 9 finite) where U il;; an open subset of X containing p. 
Since R (p, U) n R (4, V) = 34 Cp W q, U n V) (un1ess.p LJ 9c U n V, in which case 
the inrersection is empty) this’is a base for a tcypoiogy, easily seen to be Hausdorff. 
It is also routine to verify that each 12 (9, U) is a clopen set. 
For each x E X, let {g(ro,x): n E W) be a local base: at x, with g(m, x) C g(n, x) 
whenever m 2 n. For each p E Fin(X)* let g (R, p) =: luh Cp, U) where U is the union 
of all sets of the iorm g(pt, x), x E p. clearly, {s(n, p): IC E w} is a totally ordered 
local base at g. Moreover, 9 can only belong to gin, y) if p C 9t so that 
. {g(n, p): n E o, p E Fin(X)} is of point-finite rank. ln addition, it Is Noetherian; in 
fact, it 3s a uniform base, because ach point q is contained in at most finitely many 
sets of the form g(n, p), p # q. Thus Fin(X) is developable and mctacompact. 
As shown in [2O], every collection of disjoint open subsets of ‘in(R) is countable. 
On the other hand, the collection of all singleton members of R ;_ a closed discretd: 
subspace’of Fin(R) of cardinality c. Therefore, Fin(R) is not Lindeliif (in fact, it is 
not even screenable) and not of countable ywzd, and so it has nr);- base of finite 
rank (compare Theorem 5.9). 
Example 6.6. Kunen has pointed out to the authors that a compact space 
obtain&lc from an Aronszajn tree (in the same way that a Souslin tree gives a 
Souslin line) has a Noet,,,_ L r-rian base of countable rank, but is not metcizable or cue 
separable. So, in a sense, Theorem 5.9 is 111~ v rZscbbest obtainable of its kind. etails on 
this space will appear in a forthcoming paper by Kunen and Wage. 
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7, Open qwstlamo . ? 
The examples given ia the preceding section give us “natural boundaries” 
beyond which it is not possible to extend our results. In the case of compact spaces 
‘WV= are rubbing up against hese boundaries with Theorem 3.9 and Corollary 5.7. 
(See Examples 6.3 and 6.6.) With more general classes of spaces there is still some 
leeway. The most obvious, though not the most significant question, is; 
, lPr&Iern 7.1. Does every regular hereditarily Lindelof space with a base of 
point-finite rank have a point-countable base? 
In other words, does every regular space of countable spread have a point- 
countable base if it has a base of ipoint-finite rank? Of course, this includes the 
question of whether every regular Geparable (or caliber- 1) space with a base of 
point-finite rank is, metrizable. 
We can try extending Corollary 5.7 to a wider class of spaces with: 
Problem 7.2, Es c-- Jerjr collectionwise normal C-space with a base of point-finite 
rank metrizable? 
We can also take off from Theorem 3.9 with: 
Prablem 7.3. Is _M -space 
This, time we cannot iis a 
paracompact, perfectly normal Z-space (in it 1s stratifiable) which 
every with a base of sub-infinite 
robhzm 7.5. If X has a base of (point-) finite rank, does X have a Noetherian blase 
of sub-infinite rank (equivalently, of (point-)finite rank fl3])? 
For one thing, an affirmative answer to this problem would do away “with the 
need for much of the material of Sections 4 and 5. For another, it would also 
provide an afi%rmative answer to the following question: 
i. If X is a fin% product of spaces with bases elf (point-jfinite rank, is X 
me~lacompac t ? e 
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Finally, here is a set of questions having to do with Noetherian bases of countable 
rank. These are, of course, more general than Noetha:rian bases of sub-infinite rmk. 
(On the other irand, a well-ranked base, although of countable ran,k, need not be 
Noetherian.) We have seen (Example 6.6) that a compact space with a 1Woetherian 
base of countable rank need not be metrizable. Ye: following questions, however, 
are not yet fully answered. 
IT0 7.7. If X is a regular ccc space with a Noetlherian base of countable rank, 
does X have a point-countable base? 
ProbPem 7.8. If X is a separabie regular space with a Noetherian base of count&le 
rank, is X metrizable? 
If we try to imitate the proVl nlfof Tlheorem 3.2. the problem boils down to this: is 
.% r(x) countable? Now two members of B z(x) are distinct if, and only if, their 
interiors are distinct. Indeed? let & and & be two distinct members of 3 t(x), and 
suppose & fz’ &. Then there exists a point sf Is* not contained in & and this is in 
the interior of &. This argument also shows that there is an open subset of & 
disjoint from &. 
In the case where X is separable, we can take this analysis a bit further. Say 
Q = ($7 -l PS E o) is a countable dense subset of X. It follows that two distinct 
members of 33 t(x) contain distinct subsets of (2. This gives rise to the fallowing 
se;-theoretic problem: 
Problem X9. Let s$ be a dolfection of subsets of o, such that each chain is 
well-ordered by reverse inclusion, and each collection of mutually incomparable 
members of & is countable. Is s& countable? 
Fwn g#ie - . -‘_ fnl!nwing, more general problem remains unsolved: 
Problem 7.10. Let & be a collection of subsets of o, such that each chain and each 
collection of mutualry in;;omparable me;;rbers of ti is countable. Is & countable? 
Considering all the publicity the similar-sounding Souslin problem has received, 
it is remarkable how little was known about these problems when we posed them 
early in 1975. (By the way, it is not difficult to show that it is impossible to embed a 
Soulsm tree in S(o), even if such things are assumed to exist.) A few mont!ls later, 
Munen showed that the continuum hypothesis implies a negative answer to both 
problems and also to ?roblems 7.7 and 7.8. In fact, he F&ed it to construct a base 
3 ={B,. l a c wl) for a free ultrafilter on o such that given any ac c: /3, B, “almost 
contains” BP (that is, 43, - Ba is finite) and such that every incol:parable 
subcollection of 3 is countable. Details will a,ppear in a forthcoming paper 
co-a.uthored by Kunen and Wage. 
Clearly, B gi. wa ivac\a negative answer to Problems 7.9 and 7JO. It also il;ives us a 
countable regqular non-metrizable space with a Noetherian base of count; Me: rank. 
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To see this, let p be t’he point of lpo which corresponds to the ultrafilter whose base 
is 8. Let .A’ be the set of all singleton subsets of o. Then 9 U 9’ is a Noetherian 
base of countable rank on o LJ (p}, v+ hich is clearly not metrizable, and so does not 
have a point-countable base. 
However, Kunen ibas also shown that under Martin’s Axiom and the negation of 
the continuum hypothesis, euery “alnzost decreasing” collection (II,: ti < ml} of 
distinct subsets of OI contains an uneomtabie incomparable subcollection. So this 
counterexample is by no means “absolute”. 
Note added February S9’77. Kunen has shown that Martin’s Axiom and the 
negation o\: the continutim hypothesis a?so implies an affirmative answer to Problem 
7.9,’ Howee+zr, this lieed not imply an affirmative answer to Problem 7.8. It merely 
rules out a t eparable regular non-metrir:abke space having a Noctherian base of 
countable rank con+t!ng of reglrrlur open sets. But if one begins with a Noetherian 
base of countable rank, and takes the interiors of the closures of its members, ,ehe 
resulting collection is indeed of countable rank (and so, by separability, every 
inclomparalile subcollection 6s countable) but the Noetherian property may be lost. 
So, although the set-theoretic Problems 7.9 and 7.10 were good for giving us 
normetrizable examples under certain conditions, they merely seem to be good for 
showing that any “absolute” nanmetrizable xamples must have many “unusual” 
open sets as part of the base. 
I+ turns out, by the way, that Berney (AMS Proceedings, October 1970, pp. 
361-364) lsing the continuum hypothesis, found a subset V of the reail ine with the 
foliowing property. Let (v~: a! < ol} be a well-ordering of V9 and for each “even 
cardinal” C’Y (an ordinal of the form A + 2n where A is eithtr a limit ordinal or 0 and 
IZ is a no;nnegative integer) take the interval [u,, ua t1] or [u~+~, v~] depending on 
which member of V is greater, The collection of all traces of such intervals on Q is 
an uncountable cc ?lection & of subsets of a countable set so that each chain land 
eat% collection of mutually incomparable members of & is countable. So the status 
of Problem X10 was not such a complete mystery as we had initially supposed. And 
nojar, a few months ago, Baumgartner and Komjiith showed that under o (a 
set-theoretic axiom implying the continuum hypothesis) there exists an uncountable 
suQa@bra of B(o) such that every chain and every incomparable subcollection is 
coluntable. 
The author> wish to thank J. Vaughan for translating Arhangel’skii’s Vestnik 
article [2] and the most important parts of hit Fundamerata article [3]; and to thank 
EL. lunen for providing a preliminary draft of his results cited in Sections 6 and 7. 
Added in prooi: Baumgar%ner has ret-qt’y shown it consistmt that ii B is a collectian of subsets of a 
countable set so that every chain and antLain is countable, then 13 is countable. Thiq sohm psobEem 
7.10. 
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